StoColor Metallic
®

Metal panel look for wall systems

Facades
Interiors
StoColor® Metallic offers
designers further flexibility
and expands the already
extensive creative options
under the Sto umbrella
with the ability to achieve
a metallic panel look with
a variety of color and
texture options.

Options abound with StoColor Metallic in both color selection and
surface application. All 15 standard colors can be applied over
smooth or textured surfaces offering the versatility to create a
custom look while utilizing standard finishes. The result, however,
is beyond standard, attaining a reflectivity and luminosity that
previously could be only found in natural metals. The colors
subtly shift as your perspective does, mimicking the manner in
which light shimmers off metal surfaces. StoColor Metallic is a
cost-effective solution for creating multiple facade looks while
achieving continuous insulation in a single system.

StoVentec® Render
with Keweenaw Bronze Metallic

StoColor® Metallic

An easy-to-apply coating system that
achieves the look of metal panels
StoColor Metallic is an acrylic-based coating with metallic effect
pigments. Used over prepared vertical, above grade StoTherm® ci
Systems, and interior drywall surfaces, it offers the aesthetic appeal of
metal panels at a fraction of the cost while providing an additional level
of protection. The coating system features, StoColor Metallic Top Coat,
a lightweight, breakthrough new acrylic-based coating with metallic
effect pigments, which is remarkably easy to apply with both textured
and smooth substrates. First, using either a roller or proper spray
equipment, the entire surface is covered with StoColor Metallic Base.
Next, two coats of StoColor Metallic Top Coat in your chosen hue are
applied. It’s the combination of the two layers that creates the luminous
depth, allowing subtle light-induced color shifts to produce the dynamic
metal look.
With Sto, your creative exploration can take you anywhere. Our proven
products give you unmatched freedom and the ability to achieve your
vision in any color, any form, any texture, any material. StoColor Metallic
opens up even more creative roads down which designers can venture.
Any gleaming idea that comes into their mind now has a metallic Sto
solution, unrestricted by hue or texture. Your creative freedom should
have no limits.
Creativity Begins. Sto Finishes.®

Compatible with StoTherm ci,
StoTherm ci XPS, StoVentec®
Render systems

Benefits
Get the look of metal while achieving
continuous insulation in a single system

Textured or smooth metallic
look in multiple colors

Design versatility

Can be combined with the
look of other Sto architectural
finishes

Economy, compatibility and continuity:
combine the look of metal panels with
brick, stone, wood, and/or plaster on
one StoTherm ci substrate

Water-based components

Safe and easy cleanup

Low VOC

Can qualify for LEED or other sustainable
design programs
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Sto Corp.
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Bavarian Wheat

Revere Pewter

Akoya Pearl

Italian Alabaster

ATTENTION
Sto products are intended for use by qualified professional contractors, not consumers, as a component of
a larger construction assembly as specified by a qualified design professional, general contractor or builder.
They should be installed in accordance with those specifications and Sto’s instructions. Sto Corp. disclaims all,
and assumes no, liability for on-site inspections, for its products applied improperly, or by unqualified persons
or entities, or as part of an improperly designed or constructed building, for the nonperformance of adjacent
building components or assemblies, or for other construction activities beyond Sto’s control. Improper use of
Sto products or use as part of an improperly designed or constructed larger assembly or building may result in
serious damage to this product, and to the structure of the building or its components. STO CORP. DISCLAIMS
ALL WARRANTIES EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED EXCEPT FOR EXPLICIT LIMITED WRITTEN WARRANTIES
ISSUED TO AND ACCEPTED BY BUILDING OWNERS IN ACCORDANCE WITH STO’S WARRANTY PROGRAMS WHICH ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE FROM TIME TO TIME. For the fullest, most current information
on proper application, clean-up, mixing and other specifications and warranties, cautions and disclaimers, please
refer to the Sto Corp. website, www.stocorp.com.

Refer to our StoColor Metallic
Color Chart for a full list of
color options.
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